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Abstract This paper measures the impact of child support reforms on payments to divorced mothers and welfare participation rates among them. A Stackelberg model of divorced parents’ behavior is calibrated to data from Wisconsin, where child support payments increased from $2175.35 to $3431.77 and welfare participation rates decreased from 33.5% to 9% between 1981 and 1992. Results show that new guidelines accounted for 24.4% and improved enforcement for 74% of the increase in payments. Higher payments accounted for a 3.9-percentage-point decline, decreasing welfare benefits an 8.4-percentage-point decline, and the two combined a 15-percentage-point decline in the welfare participation rate.
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Introduction When parents divorce or separate, one parent receives physical custody of the children and is assumed to share her income with them.1 The other parent is expected to contribute to the children’s economic maintenance by making child support payments to her. In the USA, prior to 1984, the child support award, that is, the amount that the non-custodial parent was ordered to pay, was determined by judges on a case-by-case basis. Judicial decisions were criticized for being inadequate, inconsistent, and unpredictable. Moreover, mothers often did not get paid the awarded amount and poor enforcement was blamed for the growing number dependent on welfare programs. In response, a series of changes, pioneered by the state of Wisconsin, were introduced to improve the child support system (Meyer et al., 1996). The first reforms, implemented nationwide through the Child Support Enforcement (CSE) amendments of 1984, required each state to 1) formulate its own uniform guidelines to determine child support awards and 2) improve enforcement by withholding child support directly from the wages of delinquent payers. In Wisconsin, the new guidelines calculated awards as a percentage of the non-custodial parent’s gross income: 17% for one child, 25% for two, 29% for three, 31% for four, and 34% for five or more (Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development, 2004). Universal wage withholding 1



Five out of six custodial parents in the population are mothers (Grall, 2003). Hereafter, I use “mother” interchangeably with “custodial parent” and “father” with “non-custodial parent.”
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was introduced in 1988. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate these reforms. Specifically, the questions addressed are: 1) How much did the reforms contribute to the increase in child support payments to divorced mothers and the decrease in their welfare participation rate? and 2) How did the guidelines chosen affect child support awards, payments, and fathers’ compliance across states? This paper uses Court Record Demonstration Project data (CRD) on divorced couples from the Institute for Research on Poverty in Wisconsin. The data shows that real child support payments to newly-divorced mothers increased from $2175.35 in 1991 to $3431.77 in 1992.2 The welfare participation rate among newly-divorced mothers decreased from 33.5% to 9%. The numbers are particularly striking when compared to national-level data from the April Child Support Supplement (CSS) of the Current Population Survey (CPS), which shows that the average child support income of newly-divorced mothers fell from $2927.31 in 1978 to $1826.90 in 1987 (Neelakantan, 2005). Garfinkel et al. (1998) find that Wisconsin’s child support system ranked consistently above the national average in effectiveness over this period. The purpose of this paper is to study Wisconsin’s experience to determine which specific aspects of the reforms were most effective. The questions are addressed using a Stackelberg model of interaction between divorced parents similar to Weiss and Willis (1985, 1993) and Del 2



Unless otherwise mentioned, all figures are in 1982-1984 dollars, calculated using the Consumer Price Index.
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Boca and Flinn (1995). The model is calibrated to the CRD data and is used to simulate the impact of the reforms on child support awards, payments, compliance, and welfare participation. Results show that the new guidelines alone account for 24.5% of the increase in child support payments and improved enforcement for 74%. Higher child support income accounts for a 3.9-percentage point decline, decreasing welfare income a 8.4-percentage point decline, and the two combined a 15-percentage point decline in welfare participation rates among divorced mothers.3 Finally, guidelines from Wisconsin, where the child support award depended only on the non-custodial parent’s income, are compared to guidelines from Indiana and Maryland, where the child support award depended on the income of both parents. Results show that if Indiana or Maryland guidelines had been used in Wisconsin, awards and payments would have been lower than under Wisconsin guidelines but compliance would have been higher. The results are relevant to analyzing policy changes that have been implemented more recently in other states. For example, beginning in January 2007, Minnesota child support guidelines changed from being based only on the non-custodial parent’s income to both parents’ incomes. The result from this paper suggest that awards in Minnesota may reduce at first but compliance with them is likely to be higher. 3



The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (1998) reports that, for a mother with two children and no earnings, welfare benefits fell from a national average of $6355 in 1980 to $4834 in 1994 (figures in 1996 dollars)
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Related Literature The theoretical model in this paper follows Weiss and Willis (1985, 1993) and Del Boca and Flinn (1995) where interaction between parents is modeled as a Stackelberg game with the father as the first mover. The father makes child support payments to the mother. The mother has custody of the children and makes consumption decisions for them. This model differs from previous models in two of its assumptions. First, the probability that the father is caught for non-compliance is endogenous to the amount of child support he decides to pay. Second, the mother’s problem also includes a choice between participating in the labor force and being on welfare, which allows us to study of the effect of child support on welfare dependency. A few papers have studied the interaction between child support policy, compliance, and welfare participation rates.



Garfinkel et al. (1990)



demonstrated that the Wisconsin child support reforms could reduce welfare caseloads. Roff (2006) focuses on never-married mothers as first movers in a Stackelberg game who choose whether to exit welfare before the father determines his child support payment. Among Roff’s findings supported by this paper are that decreasing welfare benefits reduce mothers’ welfare participation rates and higher child support awards may lead to lower compliance among fathers. Argys and Peters (2003) distinguish between cases where information between parents is symmetric and asymmetric in their game-theoretic model. They find that contact between the non-custodial
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parents can lead to a cooperative equilibrium with higher child support payments. Empirical papers on this topic include Hu (1999), who shows that an increase in child support income increases mothers’ average hours worked and decreases welfare participation, and Huang et al. (2002), who find that stronger child support enforcement is likely to keep single mothers off welfare. Huang et al. (2004) show that the improvement in child support enforcement between 1980 and 1999 reduced welfare caseloads by 9%. Other papers have focused on the impact of reforms on the economic-well being of parents and children. Bartfeld (2000) Meyer (1998) and NicholsCasebolt (1986) find that increasing child support substantially improves the economic status of the mother and child with only a slight adverse effect on the economic status of the father. Simulating the impact of a perfectlyenforced child support law, Del Boca and Ribero (2001) also find that higher payments result in an unambiguous welfare gain for the mother and welfare loss for the father. We will see cases under which these results hold in this paper.



Wisconsin Court Record Demonstration Data (CRD) The Wisconsin CRD tracks divorces from 21 Wisconsin counties between 1980 and 1992 that involved minor children. Each court appearance and all monthly child support payments are recorded for up to six years from the 6



date of the initial petition to the court. In addition to the level of detail, the CRD has several advantages. Unlike many surveys of divorced mothers, it includes information about the father as well, such as his income at divorce. As Meyer (1993) points out, using administrative data also avoids inaccuracies like underreported child support income among welfare recipients. The CRD’s limitation is that it extends only up to 1992 and is restricted to Wisconsin. However, it does cover the vital reform period in a pioneering state and thereby serves the purpose of evaluating laws that are implemented nationwide. To analyze parents’ behavior prior to the 1984 reforms and to simulate subsequent changes, the model in this paper is first calibrated to data from 1981. This was the first year in which the CRD recorded a large number of divorce cases–463 in which child support was awarded. This paper samples cases in which the mother had physical custody of all the children and the father was ordered to pay child support, which represents 93% of the total. The sample is further restricted to cases that were observed for at least one year, a total of 362 cases. A number of cases had to be dropped because the income of one or both parents was not reported. As a result, the final sample consists of 209 observations in 1981. (Insert figure 1 here) I follow each case for one year from the divorce date and aggregate monthly child support payments to obtain each father’s annual payment. Figure 1 shows the trend in average child support awards and payments be7



tween 1981 and 1992. Payments increased by nearly 60% in real terms from $2175.35 in 1981 to $3431.77 in 1992. By far the sharpest increase came after the reforms in 1984-1985, when payments increased by 25%. The narrowing gap between awards and payments is evidence that compliance increased as well. Fathers who divorced in 1981 paid, on average, 69% percent of what they owed. By 1992, they were paying 85% of what they owed. There was no significant trend in parents’ incomes; average fathers’ income increased from $18632.91 in 1981 to $18827.27 in 1992 while mothers’ increased from $10043.64 to $10920.26. This suggests that the increase in child support payments cannot be attributed solely to an increase in the payers’ incomes. (Insert figure 2 here) The right axis of Figure 2 shows that the percentage of mothers on welfare decreased significantly. Of those who divorced in 1981, 33.5% were on welfare. Only 9% of those who divorced in 1992 were on welfare. The income of divorced mothers on welfare also declined; the left axis of Figure 2 shows that the average income of divorced mothers on welfare with two children declined 14% in real terms from $7290.73 to $6350.03. The next section describes the model that is constructed to account for these observations.
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Model of Divorced Parents’ Behavior The model economy consists of divorced parents and their children. Children live with the mother, who derives utility from her own consumption, the children’s consumption, and leisure. The father derives utility from his own and the children’s consumption. The child is thus a public good for the parents. Only the adults make economic decisions. Agents are heterogenous in income and preferences so fathers may differ in the weight they place on their children’s utility. Interaction between parents is modeled as a Stackelberg game that proceeds as follows. A court exogenously sets the child support award. The father is the first mover and decides how much child support to pay the mother, which may be more than, equal to, or less than the court award. Next, some of the fathers who pay less than the court award are caught. The probability of being caught is endogenous and is smaller for fathers who pay a larger fraction of the amount they owe. Those who are caught pay the entire court award to the mother and incur additional costs, such as court fees, which are not transferred to the mother. Depending on the child support she receives, the mother decides whether to work or to be a welfare recipient and makes consumption decisions for herself and the children. Let subscripts m and f denote the mother and father and i denote a particular couple. I abstract from the fertility decision and assume that the number of children, ni , is exogenously given. The adults’ consumption is
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denoted by c and the children’s by k. The game is solved by backwards induction. The mother is the second mover and her problem is



max



cim ,k i ,li =0,1



i i i Um (cim , ni , k i , li ) = αm log cim + γm log ni k i + ηm log(1 + li )



(1)



subject to



i i cim + ni k i ≤ (1 − li )(ym + sim ) + li (wm )



cim ≥ 0, k i ≥ 0 sim =



   sic



  si∗ f



:



the father is caught for non-compliance



:



otherwise



Here li is leisure, a dichotomous variable that equals 1 if the mother chooses welfare and 0 if she chooses work. She thus derives utility from leisure only if she is on welfare, so li may be loosely interpreted as the non-monetary benefits of being on welfare. The utility weights that she puts on her own i i i i i and her children’s consumption are αm and γm , with ηm = 1 − αm − γm being



her weight on leisure. i If the mother works, her income is ym , while if she is on welfare, she i receives wm . In addition, she receives child support, sim , which equals the



court award, sic , if the father is caught for non-compliance and the amount chosen by the father, si∗ f , otherwise. She keeps the child support amount
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only if she works; if she is on welfare, she is required to turn over the entire amount to the welfare agency.4 Theorem 1. The solution to the mother’s problem is  i  α i i m  ci∗ i (ym + sm ) m = αim +γm li = 0 i  γ i k i∗ = n(αi m+γ i ) (ym + sim )  m



ci∗ m =



k



i∗



=



m



αim i i i (wm ) αm +γm



i γm i i i ) (wm ) n(αm +γm



  



li = 1



 



It has the following comparative statics property with respect to child support received, sim : she chooses to work (li = 0) if sim ≥ s¯im = 2







i ηm i 1−ηm







i i wm − ym



(2)



and chooses to be on welfare (li = 1) otherwise. Proof. The solution is obtained by solving the problem in (1) for li = 0 and li = 1. The mother’s choice of li = 0 or li = 1 depends on which gives her higher utility. Comparing the two utilities and rearranging terms yields (2). Equation (2) says that the mother will work whenever the child support she receives is greater than the threshold given by s¯im . It shows that the 4



Under Wisconsin law, divorced mothers on welfare were allowed to keep the first $50 of child support that they received. I abstract from this for simplicity. See Bassi and Lerman (1996) for a proposed reform of this policy and Roff (2006) for an analysis of the impact of relaxing it.
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mother is more likely to work when her labor income is higher, welfare income is lower, or when her utility weight on leisure is smaller. The solution divides mothers into three groups based on the threshold, s¯im . The threshold may be negative (for example, for mothers who have high labor income) in which case the mother would choose to work no matter how much child support she received. At the other extreme, the mother’s threshold could exceed the father’s income so no feasible child support payment could make her choose work. If the threshold lies between these two extremes then the father’s child support payment could influence the mother’s choice between work and welfare. At the first stage of the game, the father anticipates the mother’s behavior given the range in which her threshold lies. He chooses a child support payment, sif , taking into account that it determines his probability of getting caught as follows:



πi =



    a 1 −   



sif sic







,0≤a≤1 : 0 :



sif sic



≤1



(3)



otherwise



(Insert figure 3 here) This probability function assumes that as fathers’ “compliance,”



sif , sic



in-



creases, they are less likely to be taken to court. The assumption is based on the data in Figure 3 which shows that the probability of being taken to court
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was smaller for fathers who paid a higher fraction of what they owed.5 The petitioner in such cases was most often the state, county, or child support agency, or the mother, so the probability function implicitly represents their behavior. The father’s utility function, with αfi being the utility weight on his own consumption, is Uf (cif , ni , k i ) = αfi log cif + (1 − αfi ) log ni k i . Substituting the solution to the mother’s problem in the objective function, the father’s problem is max π sif



i



(



αif log(yfi − sic − ǫi ) + (1 − αif ) log



  i∗ i l (sm )



(4)



   ) i i γm γm i i∗ i i i (wm ) + (1 − l (sm )) (ym + sc ) i i αim + γm αim + γm (



+ (1 − π i ) αif log(yfi − sif ) + (1 − αif ) log   i∗ i l (sm )



   ) i i γm γ m i i (wm ) + (1 − li∗ (sim )) (ym + sif ) i i αim + γm αim + γm



subject to sif ≥ 0, sif ≤ yfi . The objective function is the sum of two expressions. The first shows that if he were to be caught, which happens with probability π i , the father would have to pay the mother the court-awarded amount, sic . In addition, 5



Figure 3 is constructed by arranging the data in ascending order of the father’s comsi



pliance, ( sfi ), and dividing them into equal groups. The probability of getting caught is c the share of fathers in each group that was taken to court. For example, if there were 10 fathers in a group and 8 of them were taken to court for enforcement, the probability of getting caught for that group was 0.8. Plotting the average compliance of each group against their probability of getting caught yields the points in the figure. The trend line is also shown.
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he would incur costs ǫi , such as court fees, which would not be transferred to the mother. Thus his own consumption would be yfi − sic − ǫi . The second expression shows that if he were not to be caught, he would pay child support sif and consume yfi − sif . In either case, the children’s consumption depends on whether the mother chooses to work, which in turn depends on the amount of child support he pays. In the solution, fathers fall into three groups based on their optimal choice of child support payment prior to any court action. Some fathers pay more than the amount due because they place a sufficiently low utility weight on their own consumption relative to their children’s. Others voluntarily choose to pay exactly the amount due to avoid the risk of getting caught and paying fines. The rest choose to pay less than the amount due and face a positive probability of getting caught. Thus the heterogeneity in the model leads to several possible cases in the solution to the game. The details of the solution are given in the appendix. i∗ i∗ i∗ The choices {ci∗ m , k , l } and {sf } constitute an equilibrium of this game



if, ∀i, h  i h  i i∗ i∗ i i∗ • E Uf cif (si∗ ≥ E Uf cif (sif (ki∗ li∗ )), ni , ki∗ f (k l )), n , k ∀ 0 ≤ sif ≤ yfi



    i∗ ), ni , k i∗ (si∗ ), li∗ (si∗ ) ≥ U i (si∗ ), ni , k i (si∗ ), li (si∗ ) • Um ci∗ (s c m m f m f f f f f ∀ cim ≥ 0, ki ≥ 0, li ∈ {0, 1} such that



i + si ) + li (wi ) cim + ni ki ≤ (1 − li )(ym m m
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Calibration The model simulates the CRD data on divorce cases that took place in 1981. Table 1 lists the parameters of the model. As described below, some parameter values are obtained directly from the data while others are obtained by calibration. (Insert table 1 here)



Parents’ Labor Incomes and Mothers’ Preference Parameters Parents’ labor incomes are assumed to follow a bivariate lognormal distribution. The choice of distribution follows from the standard assumption that labor income follows a lognormal distribution and that spouses match assortatively on income (Sweeney and Cancian, 2004). The mean and variance of the log of fathers’ income, µf and σf , are directly observable from the data.6 The mothers’ labor income distribution is censored because the labor income of mothers on welfare is not known. The calibration corrects for the censoring as follows. Denote the mean and variance of the labor income of 2 mothers who are not on welfare by µml=0 and σm . The values of µml=0 and l=0 2 σm can be obtained from the data as well as from the simulated model once l=0 6



Less than 1% of fathers’ incomes in the data are censored. Those who earn $99,999 or more are reported as having earned $99,999 in 1981 dollars. To correct for this I could have chosen to calibrate the mean and variance of fathers’ incomes as well. However since hardly any cases are censored, it is assumed that the incomes are reported as observed, which simplifies the calibration without affecting the results.
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the percentage of mothers on welfare is pinned down. Thus, in the calibra2 tion, the true mean and variance, µm and σm , and the weight that mothers i place on leisure, ηm , are chosen simultaneously so that the simulated values 2 of µml=0 , σm , and the percentage of mothers on welfare equal their data l=0



values. Parameter values are reported in Table 2.7 Note that the “true” mean of the mothers’ labor income distribution is lower than the observed mean, which suggests that low wage mothers are more likely to be on welfare. (Insert table 2 here)



Mothers’ Welfare Income The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (1991) reports that for single-adult families with no income after deductions, welfare income, or Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), increases only with the number of children. Moreover the relationship between the amount of aid and the number of children is linear. The linear relationship is also borne out by all years of the CRD. Based on this information, it is assumed that welfare income increases linearly with the number of children: w i = λ1 +λ2 ni . Coefficients of the regression are reported in Table 3. (Insert table 3 here) i It is assumed that all mothers place the same weight on leisure, ηm = η, because no information exists in the data to which variations in the mothers’ weights on leisure can be correlated. The mother’s preference parameters αm and γm are not calibrated for the same reason. This has no effect on the model since the solution is independent of the values of αm and γm . 7
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Number of Children Children in the model are distributed in the same frequency as the data. Around 41.6% of couples have one child, 44.5% have two, and 13.9% three or more. The CRD reveals no clear relationship between the number of children and the parents’ incomes so the distribution of children is assumed to be independent of income in the model.8



Child Support Award Although no uniform guidelines existed before 1984, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (1983) reports that judges were being advised to base child support awards on the non-custodial parent’s income and the number of children. The 1981 CRD shows that, controlling for the number of children, child support awards increased at a decreasing rate with fathers’ incomes. Conversely, controlling for fathers’ incomes, awards increased at a decreasing rate with the number of children. Based on these observations, the court award is specified as follows: sic = β1 + β2 yfi + β3 ni + β4 yfi2 + β5 ni2 . The coefficients of the regression are reported in Table 4. (Insert table 4 here) 8



The literature on the relationship between fertility and income is mixed. While it is generally accepted that fertility is inversely related to the mother’s income, the relationship with the father’s income is ambiguous, making the net effect unclear (Fleisher and Rhodes, 1979; Freedman and Thornton, 1982).
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Father’s Preference and Enforcement Parameters As in Del Boca and Flinn (1995) it is assumed that αfi , the weight that fathers place on their own consumption relative to their children’s, follows a Beta distribution with parameters ζ1 and ζ2 . This distribution is flexible and can generate a variety of symmetric and skewed distributions on the interval [0,1] depending on the values of its parameters. Few cases in the CRD report values for ǫi , the fees that fathers who are taken to court pay to the social service or court system. The data does suggest a direct relationship between such payments and the father’s income and, intuitively, fathers with higher incomes are likely to spend more on court proceedings. I therefore assume that ǫi = ǫyfi . The child support payment that fathers choose is a function of their preference parameter αfi , which also determines what fraction of the award that they actually pay. Fathers faced with sufficiently high fees ǫi or probability of getting caught π i (a) may choose to pay exactly the court award to avoid them. These parameters thus jointly determine the distribution of fathers’ child support payments. To reflect this, ζ1 , ζ2 , a, and ǫi are jointly calibrated to match the mean and standard deviation of child support, average compliance, and the percentage of fathers who voluntarily pay exactly the award amount. The results are reported in Table 5. With these parameter values, the distribution of αfi has mean 0.69 and standard deviation 0.08. The value of a implies that nearly 60% of fathers who pay zero child support would be taken back to court. and ǫ implies that fathers would spend 7% of their 18



income on associated fees. (Insert table 5 here) The model does fairly well in capturing other aspects of fathers’ behavior not included in the calibration. The CRD reports that 11.5% of fathers voluntarily paid more than the child support award; in the simulation, this number is 8.3%. However, while 7.7% fathers paid no child support in the data, in the simulation all fathers make at least a small positive payment.



Experiments and Results The model is used to conduct three policy experiments, described below, that address the questions in this paper.



The Impact of the New Guidelines and Enforcement System We have seen that average child support payments increased from $2175.35 in 1981 to $3431.77 in 1992, an increase of $1256.42. The first experiment measures how much the new guidelines and enforcement system introduced in 1984 contributed to this increase. First assume that the new guidelines were introduced with no change in the enforcement system. For this experiment, the formula from the Wisconsin guidelines (Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development, 2004) is input into the model to calculate the amount due, sic . No other changes are made. 19



Table 6 reports the results. The model predicts that the new guidelines would have caused average awards to increase by 31.2% from $3105.03 to $4074.87. In response, average payments would have increased by 14.1% from $2175.35 to $2482.37. The change in guidelines alone thus accounts for 24.5% of the actual $1256.42 increase in payments. Now assume conversely that the new enforcement system was introduced with no change in guidelines. Introduced in 1984, the new system withheld child support directly from the wages of delinquent payers. By 1989, child support was to be withheld from the wages of all payers. The new enforcement system is modeled by deducting the child support award from all payers’ incomes. Note that since this is equivalent to perfect enforcement, the model may overestimate the impact of the new enforcement system. Under perfect enforcement, payments would have equalled awards at $3105.03. The new enforcement system thus accounts for 74% of the actual change in payments. The experiment shows that an 31.2% increase in awards would lead to a 14.1% increase in payments with no change in enforcement. The elasticity of payments to awards is thus 0.45. Note that because the increase in payments is less than the increase in awards, average compliance falls to 57%. The model thus predicts that higher awards would be associated with lower compliance, a finding supported by Roff (2006). (Insert table 6 here) The results highlight the importance of improving enforcement when introducing guidelines that lead to higher awards. While payments do increase 20



in response, better enforcement is necessary to ensure that they keep up with awards so that compliance increases. The experiment also allows us to assess the impact of an increase in court awards on family members’ welfare. In most cases, fathers pay more child support in response. Their utility reduces and the mother’s and child’s increases (assuming the child’s utility is log(k i ) ) There are two exceptions. First, there are fathers who originally paid more than the amount due. After the increase, their original payment may no longer exceed the new award. Some of them respond by paying a lower amount than before. Their utility increases and the mother’s and child’s decreases. Others’ payments continue to be higher than the award amount, with no change in any of the family members’ utilities. Second, some mothers who receive higher child support payments switch from welfare to work. They now retain their child support income instead of turning it over to the welfare agency, which leads to an increase in their own and their children’s utility. The increase in the children’s utility is enough to offset the decrease in the father’s utility that comes from paying more child support. In this case the utility of all family members is higher than before.



Accounting for the Decline in Welfare Participation The second experiment accounts for the decline in the welfare participation rate among divorced mothers from 33.5% in 1981 to 9% in 1992. The data in Figure 2 shows that average welfare income also declined over the same 21



period. How much of the decline in welfare participation was due to the increase in child support alone and how much was due to the decline in welfare income? Keeping welfare income at its 1981 level, child support payments are increased in the model each year up to their 1992 levels. The welfare participation rate falls by nearly four percentage points from 33.5% in 1981 to 29.7% in 1992. Next, welfare income is reduced as in the data while child support payments are left at their 1981 levels. Now the welfare participation rate falls from 33.5% in 1981 to 25.1% in 1992, a decline of 8.4 percentage points. If both child support payments and welfare income are changed, welfare participation falls from 33.5% in 1981 to 18.6% in 1992, a decline of 15 percentage points. The changes in child support payments and welfare income together thus account for over 60% of the actual decline in the welfare participation rate. (Insert figure 4 here) The results, shown in Figure 4 emphasize that lower welfare participation rates cannot be attributed to the child support reforms alone; declining welfare income had a significant role to play as well.



Comparison of State Laws The final experiment compares the impact of alternative state guidelines on awards, payments, and compliance. Wisconsin guidelines are compared to guidelines from Indiana (Indiana Rules of Court, 2004) and Maryland 22



(Maryland Department of Human Resources, 2004) where the child support award depends on both parents’ incomes rather than the income of the noncustodial parent alone. To calculate the award, the guidelines first estimate the expenditure on the children based on the parents’ combined income. The expenditure is divided between the parents in the ratio of their incomes. The non-custodial parent is supposed to pay the custodial parent his share as child support. The guideline formulas are input into the model to compute the child support award for each state. Table 7 shows the results. Awards and payments are lower in the states where the award depends on both parents’ incomes. Lower awards are associated with higher compliance. The results should be kept in mind as more states switch to guidelines where awards depend on both parents’ incomes, as Minnesota did in January 2007. This experiment also highlights the importance of enforcement when new guidelines are introduced, particularly in states where the award depends on the non-custodial parent’s income. (Insert table 7 here) Finally, as a test of the model, these results are qualitatively compared to data from the April 1988 Child Support Supplement (CSS) of the Current Population Survey. A sample of mothers who divorced in 1986 is selected from the survey. While it does not have enough observations to study individual states, the sample can be divided into two groups depending on whether the mother resided in a state where the award depended on one or 23



both parents’ incomes. The average child support award and payment within each group are reported in Table 8. The predictions of the model qualitatively match the data: awards and payments are lower and compliance is higher in states where child support depends on both parents’ incomes.



Conclusion The 1984 child support reforms introduced uniform guidelines to determine child support awards and wage withholding to enforce them. At the forefront of the reforms was the state of Wisconsin, where child support payments increased, compliance with awards improved, and the percentage of divorced mothers on welfare declined. This paper measures the impact of specific aspects of the reform. Results show that new guidelines accounted for 24.4% and improved enforcement for 74% of the increase in child support payments. Increasing awards with no corresponding improvement in enforcement led to a fall in compliance, highlighting the importance of using both changes in tandem. Higher child support payments accounted for a 3.9-percentage point decline, decreasing welfare income a 8.4-percentage point decline, and the two combined a 15-percentage point decline in the welfare participation rate. While it is true that higher child support payments led to a fall in the percentage of divorced mothers on welfare, it is important to consider the role
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of declining welfare income as well. The results help in gauging which specific reforms have been most effective in the past, which may determine the direction of future policy changes. This paper uses data that excludes never-married custodial mothers, who made up 14.3% of those with a child support award in 1981 and 27% in 1991 (Freeman and Waldfogel, 2001). Thus a significant and growing fraction of the population of interest is outside its scope. However, parallels can be drawn between the two: the Stackelberg structure used in this paper can be equally well applied to never-married couples (see, for example, Roff (2006)) and similar results have been found on the impact of improved enforcement on child support payments to never-married mothers (Freeman and Waldfogel, 2001). The model can also be usefully extended in several ways. Including a market for labor would help in determining the impact of macroeconomic changes on the mother’s work-welfare decision. Incorporating the impact of stricter enforcement on the decision to divorce or petition for custody may account for changes in the composition of the divorcing population and in family living arrangements.
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Solution to Father’s Problem Several cases arise depending on the size of the mother’s threshold level of child support, s¯im . Recall that the mother will choose to work if and only if the child support amount she actually receives is higher than this threshold.



Case 1: s¯im ≤ 0 In this case the father knows that the mother will always choose to work. The first order condition for the solution to the father’s problem in (4) is thus " # i i yfi − sic − ǫi −a i y + s c αf log + (1 − αfi ) log im sic yfi − sif ym + sif !" # sif −αfi (1 − αfi ) + λif = 0 + 1−a+a i + i sc yfi − sif ym + sif



(5)



where λif is the multiplier on the non-negativity constraint sif ≥ 0. Theorem 2. Suppose s¯im ≤ 0. If αfi



yfi − sic ≤ i ym + yfi



(6)



then the father chooses to pay sif ≥ sic . i i∗ Proof. Suppose si∗ f < sc is chosen by a father for whom (6) holds. Then sf
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is the solution to  i γm i i max π − − ǫ ) + (1 − (ym + sc ) i + γi αm sif m    i γm i i i i i i i + (1 − π ) αf log(yf − sf ) + (1 − αf ) log (ym + sf ) i + γi αm m i







αfi



log(yfi



sic



i



αfi ) log







(7)



subject to sif ≥ 0,



sif ≤ yfi .



i i This implies that si∗ f is chosen when sf ≥ sc is available. Thus it must be



that  i γm i i (ym + sc ) π − − ǫ ) + (1 − i + γi αm m    i γm i i i i∗ i i i∗ (ym + sf ) ≥ + (1 − π ) αf log(yf − sf ) + (1 − αf ) log i + γi αm m   i γm i i i i i i αf log(yf − sf ) + (1 − αf ) log (ym + sf ) i + γi αm m i







αfi



log(yfi



∀sif ≥ sic ,



sic



i



αfi ) log







sif ≤ yfi



In particular, the above inequality must be true for an s¯if ≥ sic that solves max αfi sif



log(yfi



−



sif )



+ (1 −



αfi ) log



subject to sif ≥ sic .
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i γm i (ym + sif ) i i αm + γm







(8)



The first order condition for the solution to this problem is −αfi 1 − αfi + i +µ=0 yfi − s¯if ym + s¯if



(9)



where µ is the multiplier on the constraint sif ≥ sic . Suppose the constraint binds. Then µ > 0 and s¯if = sic . Rearranging terms in (9) yields i yfi − s¯if − αfi (ym + yfi ) = −µ i +s (yfi − s¯if )(ym ¯if )



(10)



We know that αfi



yfi − sic ≤ i ym + yfi



Substituting in (10) and rearranging terms yields s¯if − sic ≥µ i +s (yfi − s¯if )(ym ¯if ) That is, µ ≤ 0. This contradicts our assumption. Hence µ = 0, and the constraint sif ≥ sic does not bind. Equation (9) yields i s¯if = yfi − αfi (ym + yfi )
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Since s¯if solves (8) it implies that  i γm i i − + (1 − (ym + s¯f ) ≥ i + γi αm m   i γm i i i∗ i i i∗ αf log(yf − sf ) + (1 − αf ) log (ym + sf ) i + γi αm m



αfi



log(yfi



s¯if )



αfi ) log







and that  i γm i i − + (1 − (ym + s¯f ) ≥ i + γi αm m   i γm i i i i i i i (ym + sc ) αf log(yf − sc − ǫ ) + (1 − αf ) log i + γi αm m αfi



log(yfi



s¯if )



αfi ) log







It follows that the term on the left hand side is greater than the weighted sum of the terms on the right hand side, that is,  i γm i i − + (1 − (ym + s¯f ) ≥ i + γi αm m    i γm i i i i i i i i (ym + sc ) π αf log(yf − sc − ǫ ) + (1 − αf ) log i + γi αm m    i γm i i i i∗ i i i∗ (ym + sf ) + (1 − π ) αf log(yf − sf ) + (1 − αf ) log i + γi αm m αfi



log(yfi



s¯if )



αfi ) log







i Thus s¯if and not si∗ f < sc , is the solution to the father’s problem. Fathers for i whom (6) holds will choose sif = yfi − αfi (ym + yfi ) ≥ sic



Fathers for whom (6) does not hold may still choose to pay the court
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award if the probability of getting caught is sufficiently high: 



yfi −sif



αif  yi



i m +sf i +si ym c



(1−αif ) 



log yi −si c f  π ≥ αif  yi +si (1−αif )  yfi −sif m f log yi −si −ǫi y i +si i



f



m



c



∀ sif < sic



(11)



c



Equation (11) is obtained by comparing the father’s utility from paying sic to his utility from any other choice sif < sic . It shows that the utility cost of choosing a smaller payment may be high enough for the father to choose sic instead to avoid getting caught.9 Fathers for whom neither (6) nor (11) hold choose to pay an amount i smaller than the court award (si∗ f < sc ) that solves (5).



Case 2: s¯im > yfi Since the threshold exceeds his income, the father knows that, given any feasible child support payment, the mothers will choose to be on welfare. The first order condition for the solution his problem is " # yfi − sic − ǫi −a i α log + sic f yfi − sif



sif 1−a+a i sc



!"



−αfi yfi − sif



#



+ λif = 0



(12)



If the probability of getting caught had been zero or exogenous, fathers would not have paid any child support in this case. As it is, they choose si∗ f that i Consistency requires that the solution to (5) satisfy si∗ f ≤ sc for those fathers for whom (6) and (11) do not hold. Since (5) does not have an analytical solution, I check to ensure that this condition is satisfied in the numerical solution to the model. 9
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solves (12) unless, arguing as before,



πi ≥



log



yfi −sif yfi −sic yfi −sif



log yi −si −ǫi f



∀ sif < sic



(13)



c



is satisfied, in which case they choose to pay the court-awarded amount, sic .



Case 3: 0 < s¯im ≤ yfi In this case, the father could feasibly choose to make a payment high enough to induce the mother to work. Two possibilities arise. First, s¯im could exceed the court award, sic , so the father’s payment would have to as well. The preference parameter of fathers who would voluntarily make such a payment satisfies



αfi ≤



yfi − s¯im i + yi ym f



(14)



i i i i and their chosen payment is si∗ f = yf − αf (yf + ym ). The rest would choose



either the threshold amount, s¯im , the court award, sic , or an amount si∗ f smaller than the court award that solved (12) depending on which one was utilitymaximizing. The other possibility is this case is that s¯im is smaller than the court award, sic . The preference parameter of fathers who optimally choose to pay at least the court-awarded would satisfy (6). Depending on which choice was utility-maximizing, the rest would either pay exactly the court award, sic , or 35



sif ≥ s¯im that solved (5) or sif < s¯im that solved the equation below. "



i yfi − sic − ǫi −a i ym + sic i αf log + (1 − αf ) log i sic yfi − sif wm !" # sif −αfi + 1−a+a i + λif = 0 i i sc y f − sf
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#



(15)



Figure 1: Average Annual Child Support Awards and Payments to Divorced Mothers (CRD) 4500
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Figure 2: Mothers on Welfare: Percent and Income (CRD)
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Figure 3: Compliance and Probability of Getting Caught (CRD) 0.50
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Figure 4: Change in Welfare Participation: Data and Model
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Table 1: Parameters of the Model µf , σf2 2 µm , σm σf2m i ηm i wm ni sic ζ1 , ζ2 a ǫi



Mean and variance of fathers’ labor income Mean and variance of mothers’ labor income Covariance of mothers’ and fathers’ labor incomes Mothers’ weight on leisure Mothers’ welfare income Number of children Child support award Parameters of Beta distribution of father’s preference parameter αfi Parameter of function determining probability of getting caught Penalty for non-compliance
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Table 2: Income Parameters and Mother’s Weight on Leisure Calibrated Parameter µf 9.6705 σf2 0.3204 µm 8.982 2 σm



0.330



σf m



0.145



η



0.224



Moment Matched in the Data Mean of log of fathers’ incomes Variance of log of fathers’ incomes Mean of log of mothers’ incomes conditional on working Variance of log of mothers’ incomes conditional on working Covariance of log of parents’ incomes conditional on mother working Percentage of mothers on welfare
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9.6705 0.3204 9.2772 0.1726 0.0339 33.5%



Table 3: Coefficients of Welfare Income Regression λ1 λ2 Constant Children 6774.06 474.13 (8.76) (1.25) Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics.
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Table 4: Coefficients of Child Support Award Regression β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 Constant Income Children Income Sq. Children Sq. -736.94 0.10 1628.31 -5.98E-07 -180.09 (-1.63) (6.24) (3.94) (-3.51) (-2.02) Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics.
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Table 5: Father’s Preference Parameter and Enforcement Parameters Parameter Value Moment Matched Value ζ1 23.69 Mean child support $2487.60 ζ2 10.50 Variance of child support $1766.04 a 0.59 Average compliance 70% ǫ 0.07 Fraction of fathers paying exact award amount 12%
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Table 6: The Effect of Changing Guidelines and Enforcement on Payments Variable Before After Change % of Actual (1981) (1992) Average Award (Data) $3080.33 $4141.05 Average Award (Model) $3105.03 $4074.87 Average Payment (Data) $2175.35 $3431.77 $1256.42 Average Payment (Model) $2175.35 Change only guidelines $2482.37 $307.02 24.5% Change only enforcement $3105.03 $929.68 74.0% Change both $4074.87 $1899.52 151.2%
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Table 7: Comparison of State Child Support Guidelines Variable Wisconsin Indiana Maryland Avg. Award $4074.87 $2672.56 $3395.69 Avg. Payment $2482.37 $2046.15 $2281.76 Avg. Compliance 0.57 0.71 0.63
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Table 8: Child Support by Type of State Law (CSS) Variable Award Depends on Income of Non-custodial Parent Both Parents Avg. Award $2973.87 $2507.40 Avg. Payment $1861.35 $1812.72 Avg. Compliance 0.65 0.69
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